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Summary of individual behaviour plans within a case-supervisor 

approach (middle school and secondary) 

 

These are summary notes only.  The ‘process’ for this approach is found in Cracking the 

Hard Class (2nd Edition)  (2006)  Sydney : Scholastic.  (Bill Rogers).  In UK : Sage Publications, 

London. 

See also Behaviour Recovery (2nd Edition) Melbourne : ACER Press for primary and middle 

school years (2003).  (Bill Rogers).  In UK : Sage Publications, London. 

 

The key to these kind of approaches is to have senior colleagues (in experience) who can 

support at-risk students in working on an individual behaviour support plan (one-to-one) 

with students ‘at-risk’.  Such plans are then communicated to all subject teachers and 

teacher aides working with that student.  These teachers are given some dedicated time-

release, within the normal timetable, to take on the role of ‘case-supervisors’, working with 

at-risk students one-to-one as a behaviour/learning mentor. 

 

At-risk students are those whose ‘behaviour profile’ presents with :- 

 high frequency of distracting and disruptive behaviour, 

 such behaviours are durable (much more than bad-day syndrome), 

 and such behaviour is exhibited generally (across all classes). 

 

The ‘case supervisor’ works with the student (one-to-one) – 30 minutes, or more, (at least 

once a week/’withdrawn’ from set timetable class ...) :- 

a) to talk through the behaviours of concern with the student (the 

distracting/disruptive behaviours ...), 

The case supervisor will often ‘mirror’ such behaviours (briefly) to cue the student’s 

behaviour awareness.  Sometimes we often use picture cues (drawings) with 

younger students. 

The Adler/Dreikurs notes inform the counselling cues we use with highly 

attentional/power-seeking students (see later p 15). 
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b) The case supervisor will (then) work with the student on a plan that identifies the 

behaviours he needs to work on (and why). These behaviours focus on key academic 

‘survival’ skills and key social ‘survival’ skills students need to cope (and even enjoy) 

at school. 

c) The case supervisor then encourages the student to rehearse the behaviours (in the 

safety of the one-to-one context). 

The key to such behaviour mentorship is having case supervisors who clearly have 

the skills of relating positively with young people (particularly at-risk boys …) and 

who have knowledge and skill in teaching and encouraging behaviour (in these one-

to-one settings). 

d) Whatever ‘plan’ the case supervisor comes up with will then be communicated to all 

subject colleagues and administration (and the student Wellbeing Team*). 

e) All subject colleagues are asked to support the student’s plan in at least 3 ways : 

 To encourage (rather than praise**) the student within his plan at the 

classroom level; encouragement expressed as quiet, respectful and 

descriptive feedback about work/behaviour.  We acknowledge, affirm, the 

student’s effort.  See section on encouragement in the Adler/Dreikurs notes. 

 To use positive correction where the student is forgetful, lazy, having a bad 

day. 

 A clear, least-to-most intrusive time-out plan on those days when the student 

refuses fair ‘choices’ about his expected behaviour (as stated within) the 

plan.  This may include self-imposed cool-off-time. 

Nb  when developing ‘the’ plan it is essential the case supervisor ‘publishes it’ 

in - user friendly and positive language wherever possible.  The student has 

their copy of their plan (have spares for days when they forget or ‘lose’ their 

plan). 

 

 

 

*  For my UK colleagues, this is similar to the SENCO team. 

**  See the distinction in the Adler/Dreikurs notes / and the notes : The Language of Encouragement  

(Bill  Rogers) – available on request. 
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Many students require several sessions to develop the understandings about self-

management regarding their behaviour (within their plan). 

At the initial session, the case-supervisor seeks to raise the student’s behaviour awareness 

honestly and respectfully and builds on this to develop – with the student – and individual 

behaviour management plan.  There will – then – be follow-up and review sessions (once a  

week) to fine tune, modify, adapt or extend ‘the plan’. 

The consciousness of support given by each subject teacher is crucial to the enabling of the 

student back in the classroom context.  The case supervisor will communicate to all heads of 

department why this particular student is on such a plan and share the guidelines about 

encouragement, positive correction and time-out practice (see above). 

The plan needs regular review by case supervisor with all subject teachers, teaching support 

staff, special needs colleagues and the student. 

 
 
‘Academic Survival  Behaviours’ through individual case-management. 

Academic survival behaviours are those deceptively basic behaviours that enable a student 

to organise their workspace; focus on a given learning task/activity; consciously being aware 

of how to work with ‘partner-voice’ (not a loud working voice); how to work with a ‘reading 

partner’ (where possible/appropriate); how to obtain teacher support (during the on-task 

phase of the lesson) and – most of all – doing their best with the learning task at hand. 

Students with learning/behaviour needs sometimes give up early (or easily) because of past 

experiences of failure (and discouragement).  This case-management model teaches core 

skills to the student (one-to-one) to increase skill in the area of normal classwork. (See also 

Behaviour Recovery, Rogers, 2003). 

The case-management model teaches academic/social skills (to at-risk students) through 

modelling and practising with the student in one-to-one settings with their case supervisor.  

As noted earlier, year-level support and encouragement by all subject teachers and teaching 

assistants is necessary at the classroom level to enable the student to integrate those skills 

into their day-to-day classroom experience. 
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In the example noted over-page with Craig (a year 8 student); my colleagues and I taught 

the student the core elements and skills of ‘his plan’. 

(i) How to organise one’s desk space so it is uncluttered :- just their small ‘table pencil 

case’ (two blue pens, two red pens, one pencil – no sharpener, an eraser and a ruler); 

their class book, a text book (where necessary), or worksheet (as necessary ...). 

(ii) How to read carefully the BBW (board work, book work or work sheet).  Students 

often struggle with reading and comprehension (even within 

attenuated/differentiated tasks or individual goals for learning ...).  Students are 

encouraged to work with a reading 
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partner in class time (in core subject areas). A reading partner is a fellow student who 

they sit and work together with; a student thoughtfully chosen for their 

social/emotional intelligence.  This student (the reading partner) will quietly work with 

their fellow student and help them with reading/comprehension tasks. 

(iii) Having carefully read the task (at hand) (with their reading partner) the student starts 

the learning task at hand.  The key emphases within the student plan are : how to 

focus, order the task and give it their best effort.  It is not the amount of ‘work’ the 

student does, it is rather the effort applied by the student for that activity, subject and 

for that class period that we emphasise and encourage. 

(iv) How to get teacher assistance (without calling out). 

 

The picture/plan (over-page) is the ‘plan’ we used with Craig.  My colleagues and I have 

used similar formats many times to teach, monitor and encourage students like Craig (Craig 

had been diagnosed with ADHD and was also on medication). 

 

What this plan did was to give Craig a structure and focus for learning activities during 

classtime. 

We do not have to use pictures (per se), however my colleagues and I frequently use them 

as a visual cue and aide-memoire for the student.  I also like to use acronyms (on the 

student’s copy of the plan) to trigger the student’s memory eg DO :- desk organised?  TPC :- 

table pencil case; BBW :- board, book, worksheet; RP, reading partner; RC :- reading 

carefully; WAIATDN? :- what am I asked to do now ...?; SA,BE :- start and give it (my) best; 

TA? :- how to get teacher assistance. 

 

The anger management plan (see over, and in appendix) also uses acronyms :- Remember 

RTH (realistic thinking here ...) encourages the student to remember that while it’s not 

wrong to get frustrated/angry – it’s an emotion – we do not need to mouth off, throw 

things, swear at ... (!!) 

‘Hang on, RTH : realistic thinking here.’  The student is encouraged (in the picture plan) to 

remember realistic thinking here ... RTH : to affirm that it’s OK to acknowledge the feeling of 

frustration – now – but to think realistically (RTH realistic thinking here) and clearly ... and 
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the CB (calm breathing ...) slow as you breathe in then hold for 2-3 seconds then slowly 

exhale to a count of 3 or 4. 
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10 :- count backwards from 10; more CB (calm breathing); and untense :- untense brow, 

neck, shoulder muscles ... 

B? (Better) this signifies and reminds to the student to give an encouraging word to self here 

... ‘feeling better?’ 

A further note (in the think bubble) is the SICOT O/S :- self-imposed cool-off-time at the 

student’s desk or even (O/S) outside of class. 

If a student is using O/S SICOT (outside of class self-imposed cool-off-time) as an option in 

their anger management plan that option must be communicated to all subject teachers and 

integration/teacher aides.  This is often occasioned by the student having a small card 

(laminated) with the printed words :  

Jason ____ may need to take 5 minutes cool-off-time from the classroom.  He will 

show the card, leave quietly and return in 5 minutes. 

Signed ________________ . (Session Teacher). 

Of course if the student abuses the option of SICOT, they will need to resume supervised 

time-out procedures. 

 

Children with learning disabilities frequently exhibit anxiety and frustration with learning 

tasks.  Some children do not always have supportive teachers, this compounds feelings of 

anxiety and frustration as children compare themselves to other (successful) children and 

(at times) unrealistic teacher expectations.  To minimise this we need to teach academic 

survival skills as well as enable differentiation in given learning tasks and activities (the 

individual support plans). 

It is crucial we do not blame the child for his learning struggle : “You should be trying harder 

…!”, “I’ve shown you several times how to do this maths … this writing … [whatever].  Why 

can’t you do it?” 

While it’s hard to believe some teachers would speak to any children like this, particularly to 

a child with learning disabilities, it only compounds the student’s sense of failure. 

With any programme of support it will be the teacher’s ability (or the teaching assistant) 

that will enable the child’s sense of confidence and developmental skills in their learning 

and in their social behaviours. 
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The challenge is always to minimise the child’s feeling that they are ‘negatively special’ 

because they need extra support with their learning. 

 

When we develop any behaviour/learning support plan for a student it is also crucial to 

liaise with the special needs colleagues.  However, at the classroom level, it is the attitude of 

the class/subject teacher that will enable that student – in the real-time busyness of a 

lesson – to get any ‘traction’ with a learning behaviour support plan. 

Because a personal behaviour/learning plan is individualised we are always helping the child 

to gain that sense of self-mastery and success relative to their own on-going progress (from 

where they have been in their learning journey).  While it is natural for children to rate and 

‘measure’ themselves, our encouragement (specific feedback) can strengthen their own 

focus, awareness and strengths. 

 
 

When developing and supporting a student within their behaviour plan :- 

 Remind and encourage the student to acknowledge and accept struggle (and setbacks 

at times); and that this is natural to learning.  It’s bbbbbb … bit, by bit, by bit. by … 

 Failure is failing in something; it doesn’t make one a failure; failure – too – is normal 

and OK.  This is an important distinction (conceptually and emotionally).  When we fail 

we fail specifically (at a given time/task/activity/endeavour).  Our failure does not 

define us, we can learn from/within failure and move on (being more self-aware even 

self-forgiven). 

 Enable the student’s attentional focus by shorter focus-to-learning times (where we 

know that will help); say 5-10 minutes and then they can quietly check with their 

teacher (or vice versa).  Each 5 minutes (goal) can enable an achieved step (even a 

‘goal’ in itself) as they progress toward a reasonable goal within the given learning 

activity.  The shorter time focus can give an incremental goal in any subject/topic 

within a lesson/learning activity.  See the attached example (in appendix) of such [a 

goal chart] of developing knowledge of adjectives in an English class). 

 Remind and encourage the student in the bbbbb (bit-by-bit-by-bit) principle.  It’s the 

only way they have learned anything (say in their favourite sport/hobby/activity …). 

Enable them, too, to see their progress within their learning/behaviour plan. 
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 Feedback is crucial; descriptive feedback that focuses on the student’s effort (in their 

learning/behaviour).  Quiet, respectful, descriptive feedback enables the student to 

focus on their progress and effort.  (See The Language of Encouragement. Rogers, 

2017). 

 The visual aide-memoir (of a plan) can often help students.  Be sure to make it small 

enough (postcard sized) so the student can keep it in their school diary as a reference 

and ‘encourager’.  Teachers at primary level often include a photo of the student on 

their individual plan.  (See Rogers, 2003).  Obviously any such plan is a means to an 

end, that of enabling to the student’s confident assimilation in their learning. 

 Any such plan will need not only quiet encouraging feedback in classtime but also 

review (one-to-one) with student and case supervisor and (wherever possible) with 

parent/caregivers. 
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Appendix 

Frames of development in basic learning process © Rogers, 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       Readiness … within support and encouragement.  Always seeking to     

promote the student’s belief in their growing competence. 

feedback   
and 
support 
 

ASSIMILATING 

How I can fit this into … ?  make sense of … ?  in connection 

with other experiences relating to this topic and beyond … ? 

Knowledge as responsibility … 

 

EXPLORATION 
about … within … this area of study … 

discussion, reading, research … 

REFLECTING … 
Actually thinking about; questioning; 

referring; connecting …  What does this 
mean? New insights …? 

INFORMING … AWARENESS … 
How does this relate to what I know already 

in this area/topic/experience? 

ANY LEARNING ACTIVITY 
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____________________________________________________________ 

In this example the student proceeds with his individualised plan for a given learning 

activity; ‘divided’ into 5 minute segments.  Each 5 minutes of ‘time on task’ is a small goal 

(bit by bit by bit …). 

 

 

 

Shannon : My Time Plan 

LEARNING ACTIVITY : 

Using describing words in a sentence. 

Adjectives of size/shape/colour/comparison. 

 

 

I have a big box. 

Size 

5 

I have a yellow box. 

Colour 

5 

My box is empty. 

Comparison 

5 

 

 

5 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, how did I go? 
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_______________________________________________ 

 

 

 See also notes on Anger and Aggression at School  (2017) Dr Bill Rogers; (in-service 

notes).       

 Behaviour Recovery  (ACER Press, Melbourne) 2003  also Cracking the Hard Class  2nd 

Edition 2006 Scholastic  (Chapter 7). 

 The notes on the work on Alfred Adler and Rudolf Dreikurs in reference to behaviour in 

classroom contexts (and counselling students with high levels of attentional and 

power-seeking behaviours) : A short introduction (2017) are available from Bill Rogers 

on request. 

 See also notes on Core Practices and Skills : A brief summary. (2017) 

 See Notes on The Language of Encouragement  (2017) 

 Also see : Rogers, B.  (2011)  You Know the Fair Rule  3rd Edition  Melbourne : ACER 

Press.  [In the UK this is published by Pearson Education]. 
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Dr Bill Rogers is a teacher, education consultant and author.  He conducts in-services and 

seminar programmes across Australasia, New Zealand, Europe and the U.K. in the areas of 

behaviour management, effective teaching, stress management, colleague support and 

teacher welfare.  He has also worked extensively as a mentor-coach in classrooms; team-

teaching in challenging classes in Australia and the U.K. {He is a Fellow of the Australian 

College of Educators and Honorary Life Fellow of Leeds Trinity University and Honorary 

Fellow at the Graduate School of Education, Melbourne University}.   


